Questions for Colleagues

Appreciations

- In what ways do you value this colleague?

- What particular gifts does this colleague bring to the school?

Professionalism

- Give examples of this colleague’s professionalism or lack of professionalism, e.g. punctuality, reliability, discretion and respect for confidentiality.

- How well and in what ways does this colleague represent the school to the parents or in the larger community?
Colleagueship

- Has this colleague demonstrated a willingness to work collaboratively? Give examples.

- Does this colleague support other teachers by sharing resources, experience and skills? Give examples.

Involvement

- How would you describe this colleague’s contributions to meetings?

- To what extent does this colleague take on responsibilities in the school beyond caring for his or her class? In what ways?
Development

- Is this colleague is open to feedback or advice? Give examples.

- How does this colleague deal with conflict?

- Have you experienced this colleague’s willingness to work on areas of challenge? How?

Signature of Colleague ____________________________________________ Date __________